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Abstract 
The Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 
was engaged by RiverPort Inn and Marina, Inc., of Chattanooga, to conduct a Phase I level 
archaeological reconnaissance on portions of a nine-acre parcel on the Tennessee River occupied 
by the grain elevator and storage plant of Cargill, Inc. As required by the Tennessee Historical 
Commission, the reconnaissance specifically included deep subsurface testing of the tract. 
A 25m (82') grid was superimposed on the site and every accessible or otherwise 
undisturbed grid intersection was cored using a power soil auger. The fill was screened for 
uniform artifact retrieval, and observations were made concerning soil characteristics and 
approximate depths of soil layers. A total of 40 auger tests were completed to depths varying from 
40cm (1.5') to 1.4m (5'). The frequency distribution of artifacts, both prehistoric and historic, 
suggested several areas of activity on the site. 
Five backhoe trenches were excavated at various locations on the site to access deeply-
buried cultural components and to examine site stratigraphy. None of the trenches intercepted 
well-developed prehistoric middens, but cultural remains were noted in deep stratigraphic contexts 
along the river. 
Surface collections and augering results confirmed the presence of a concentration of 
prehistoric artifacts along the crest of the riverbank in the vicinity of the conveyor belt to the barge 
loading facility. Surface collection of the artifacts indicated a site attributable to the Late Woodland 
or Hamilton Phase, a cultural period now designated the Woodland III period and dated 
approximately from A.D. 350 to A.D. 900. 
To assess whether these remains represented an intact, buried component or represented a 
disturbed, displaced archaeological site, a profile cut or small trench was excavated by hand near 
the surface artifact concentration. This profile cut revealed that a distinct and undisturbed 
prehistoric midden was present, and that substantial quantities of cultural material were in 
evidence. Portions of the soil strata were excavated by hand and the fill screened. The associated 
artifacts confirm that a small remnant of a Woodland III site is present, evidently the remains of a 
housesite situated on the crest of the river levee. 
The profile cut was not carried to sterile soil, and minor sherd frequencies of fabric-marked 
pottery also suggest possible occupation of the site in the Woodland II period dated 200 B.C. to 
A.D. 350. The presence of a multi-component archaeological site is possible. 
Human remains, specifically two phalanges or finger bones, were recovered from the 
Woodland III midden. The finds were identified by Craig Lahren, Assistant Medical Examiner, 
Hamilton County. It is not clear whether these disarticulated finds are associated with an interment 
otherwise preserved on the site. 
Limited documentary evidence suggested historic land uses in the project area were 
principally agricultural but included the landing of a ferry operated in the antebellum and 
postbellum periods, until the late 1880s. Clusters of historic artifacts were noted along the creek 
margins of the property, but construction of the plant evidently destroyed any organized physical 
remains of historic structures on the site. 
Secondary testing is recommended to determine if the prehistoric components present along 
the riverbank are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. While the Phase 
I auger testing has indicated the approximate horizontal limits of the surviving Woodland III 
component on the site, further testing is required to determine the vertical limits of habitation along 
the riverbank. The secondary testing will also assist in determining if a prehistoric cemetery is 
present on site. 
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Introduction 
In March, 1993, Dr. Nicholas Honerkamp, Director of the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of 
Archaeology, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, received a solicitation from a Chattanooga-
based company to submit a technical proposal and bid to perform a Phase I archaeological survey 
on a tract of land adjoining the Tennessee River in Chattanooga, Hamilton County, Tennessee. 
RiverPort Inn and Marina, Inc., of Chattanooga, proposed to develop a commercial marina 
operation on a nine-acre tract of land situated on the right bank of the river at mile 463.8. Occupied 
by a recently-closed grain elevator and storage facility owned by Cargill, Inc., the tract of land has 
a frontage on the river of just over 500 feet and is bordered on the east by the meanders of an 
unnamed stream. In an application to the Army Corps of Engineers to access the river as part of 
the proposed development, the project plans were reviewed by the Tennessee Historical 
Commission under compliance provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act, codified at 36 CFR 800 (51 FR 3115, September 2, 1986). 
Prehistoric archaeological sites were known to occur in environmental settings such as that 
at the Cargill property, and in a brief inspection of the site by Dr. Kevin Smith of the Tennessee 
Division of Archaeology, prehistoric artifacts were visible on the ground surface within portions of 
the tract. It could not be determined if these artifacts reflected the presence of an archaeological site 
on the parcel or whether these artifacts were transported to the site in construction fills. 
Consequently, RiverPort Inn and Marina was required by the Tennessee Historical Commission to 
conduct an archaeological reconnaissance of the Cargill tract to determine the presence or absence 
of archaeological remains potentially eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places. A subsurface testing procedure involving mechanically-excavated trenches was required in 
the memorandum. 
In a document prepared by Nicholas Honerkamp, the Institute of Archaeology proposed to 
conduct a four-part reconnaissance of the Cargill grain elevator tract aimed at determining the 
character of archaeological remains within the proposed construction impact area. The operations 
included a pedestrian survey of the tract, a systematic power soil augering testing program on a 
25m grid, excavation of a series of backhoe search trenches, and a cursory documentary research 
effort to outline historic-period activities on the site. RiverPort Inn and Marina accepted the 
proposal and bid, and field work was conducted between March 18 and April 6, 1993. A 
preliminary report on the results of the survey were provided to the sponsor on April 9. 
Research Design and Field Methodology 
The Institute's proposed reconnaissance of the project area was designed to discover 
historic and prehistoric sites consonant with the goals of Phase I archaeological survey. The site 
discovery process consisted of four elements: documentary research on historic land uses; surface 
reconnaissance of the property for artifacts and features; systematic auger testing; and limited 
backhoe trenching. 
Archaeological testing protocols in the flood plains of major rivers such as the Tennessee 
demand deep subsurface tests in order to penetrate the layers of alluvium that have buried early 
cultural components. Deep subsurface testing was specifically required by the Tennessee 
Historical Commission in its directive to conduct a survey of the project area. Of particular 
concern was the need to determine if a surface concentration of artifacts indicated the presence of a 
site or whether these materials were incidental inclusions in fills deposited on the site as part of the 
plant construction. 
The brief documentary survey of the property would indicate the presence and location of 
historic occupations on the site as well as the nature of any industrial modifications of the tract. 
The field survey would commence with a standard pedestrian reconnaissance of the tract, the 
objective being to examine the area for surface finds (artifacts) or features from the historic period 
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such as chimney falls, etc. 
The Institute effectively employed soil augering in the site discovery process at other 
locations in the flood plains of the Chattanooga area, notably the initial RiverPark development in 
which two sites were discovered and later tested (Council and Smith 1986; Council 1989) and at 
the Citico Site (Honerkamp, et al. 1989). The screened backdirt from auger cores reveals the 
presence or absence of artifacts or anthroposols up to 1.8m (6') in depth, in ideal conditions. 
Where augering indicated artifact concentrations, backhoe search trenches would be 
excavated to determine if the artifacts were associated with developed in situ cultural components 
or occurred in redeposited industrial fills. The trench walls would reflect any developed prehistoric 
midden layers or concentrations of artifacts in undisturbed soil layers. 
The project location is shown in Figure 1. A detailed narrative on the performance of each 
of the research steps follows. 
Documentary Research 
The documentary survey of the property was only cursory, and consisted largely of the 
examination of historic maps that included the project area, the chief objective being to detail the 
location of historic-period structures and features. No attempt was made to exhaust the historical 
documentation on the site. Instead, a broad outline of historic land uses was desired. 
A detailed outline of prehistory in the Chattanooga region is beyond the scope of this 
presentation, and readers are referred to others works for a summary of American Indian cultures 
that inhabited the region (see Council 1989a, 1989b; Evans and Karhu 1985). Table 1 presents an 
outline of the archaeologically-defined culture periods in the area. 
Sites of the Paleolndian tradition are extremely rare, and in the Tennessee Valley the 
archaeological remains of this earliest of habitation periods consist of scattered surface finds of 
distinctive projectile points. The long Archaic tradition, characterized by intensive hunting and 
gathering lifestyles of a semi-nomadic population, is better represented archaeologically, but sites 
of this period within the flood plains of the Tennessee River are deeply buried and are discovered 
only with difficulty and a measure of chance. Woodland tradition sites are more common in the 
valley, and are distinguished by the presence of pottery, an artifact class associated with relatively 
sedentary populations and the creation of more or less permanent habitation sites including 
organized villages. Mississippian sites are also well-documented on the flood plains of the river, 
and reflect the commitment to intensive agricultural activity of the fertile flood terraces and the 
creation of large, often fortified towns and ceremonial centers. 
Table 1. Cultural chronology in East Tennessee, after Kimball (1985: 276-278). 
Cultural Tradition 	 Cultural Periods and Names 	 Approximate Chronology 
Mississippian IV - Overhill Cherokee 	 A.D. 1600 - 1819 
Mississippian III - Dallas/Mouse Creek 	 A.D. 1300 - 1600 
Mississippian II - Hiwassee Island 	 A.D. 1000 - 1300 
Mississippian 	 Mississippian I - Martin Farm 	 A.D. 900 - 1000 
Woodland III - Late Woodland 	 A.D. 350 - 900 
Woodland II - Middle Woodland 	 200 B.C. - A.D. 350 
Woodland 	 Woodland I - Early Woodland 	 900 B.C. - 200 B.C. 
Late Archaic 	 3000 B.C. - 900 B.C. 
Middle Archaic 	 6000 B.C. - 3000 B.C. 
Archaic 	 Early Archaic 	 8000 B.C. - 6000 B.C. 
Paleolndian 	 No periods recognized 	 11000 B.C. - 8000 B.C. 
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Figure 1. Project location map on USGS/TVA 7.5 minute topographic map, Chattanooga Quadrangle, 105-SE, 
1976 edition. Cargill tract is circled. 
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F. W. DORR MAP 1863 
U. S. COAST SURVEY 
European-American settlement of the project area began officially in 1819 with the creation 
of Hamilton County on the right or north bank of the Tennessee River. Part of the Hiwassee 
Purchase following the C.alhoun Treaty with the Cherokees, the north bank was quickly settled by 
whites, many of whom actively traded with the Cherokee population on the south bank of the 
river. John Ross, of mixed European and Cherokee heritage, operated a ferry and warehouse on 
the south bank just downstream from Maclellan Island. With the Cherokee Removal in 1838, the 
small settlement of Ross's Landing became the principal town of the county, and the name 
Chattanooga was adopted. 
The earliest map of any detail of the project area is one drawn by F. W. Dorr of the U.S. 
Coast Survey during the Civil War. This plan, detailing the layout of Chattanooga and vicinity 
with its fortifications and lines of communication, was drawn from data gathered late in 1863. A 
detail from this plan, with extraneous features removed for clarity, is shown in Figure 2. A county 
road bordered the project area on the east, running from the ferry landing north. The map 
illustrates only one structure in the project area, that being the apparent stable or ferryman's house 
near the junction of creek and river. Although omitted for clarity in Figure 2, the only vegetation in 
the project area in 1863 was the forested margins of the stream; all else had presumably been 
cleared for agriculture. A wet slough is present in the middle of the project area, running east-west 
into a creek to the west. 
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Figure 2. The Don Map, 1863. This detail from a map drawn late in 1863 by Federal engineers shows one 
structure in the project area -- a shed or stable associated with the Beason ferry and situated near the mouth of the 
creek that borders the Cargill tract on the east. This drawing omits foliage and other military features for clarity. 
When Federal troops entered the city in September, 1863, they naturally linked their 
logistical routes with existing roads and trails. One of the pontoon bridges over which military 
units crossed the Tennessee River was anchored just downstream from the ferry landing of Abe 
Beason. Beason's ferry ran from the north shore of the river to the foot of Pine Street on the left 
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(south) bank of the stream. Fortuitously, an article recently appeared in the Chattanooga News-
Free Press discussing the principal historic-period owners of the project area, the Beason family 
(Wilson 1993). Beason arrived in Chattanooga in 1842, but it is not known when he established 
his ferry operation. The ferry was evidently of the treadmill variety, powered by four mules. 
The Dorr map shows little development on the north shore of the river opposite the 
commercial wharves at Ross's Landing. This appears to have remained the case until the middle of 
this century. A 1941-edition USGS 7.5 minute topographic map illustrates little change in the 
project area (Figure 3). A structure is near the old ferry landing, but it is not clear if this was the 
same structure appearing on the 1863 map. A row of houses is also in evidence on the east side of 
a street which still serves as principal access to the property. One or perhaps two of these 
structures would have fallen in the project area at the northwest corner of the tract. There is 
another structure in the northeast corner of the parcel, near the old county road at the edge of the 
creek. The 1941 map also illustrates the drainage slough at the midden of the project area, draining 
east to west. 
Figure 3. The 1941 edition of the USGS/TVA 7.5 minute topographic map, Chattanooga Quadrangle, 105-SE. 
The arrow points to the Cargill tract. Several structures are shown on the tract, including one near the former 
ferry landing, one at the northeast corner of the parcel, and a row of houses along the east side of the still-
existing access road. 
Chattanooga flood control maps drawn in 1964 show the Cargill facility much as it stands 
today, but prior to the construction of the most recent sewer through the property. On the 
riverbank west of the barge elevator and electrical and compressor sheds are depicted two small 
crests of the flood levee at just over 656' ASL. 
Surface Reconnaissance 
Figure 4 presents the plan of testing at the Cargill site and the principal structures and 
surface contours. A pedestrian survey and surface collection focused on an area surrounding two 
small joined buildings housing an air compressor and the electrical breaker boxes of the plant. In a 
patch of bare ground bordered on one side by the buildings and on the other by the overhead barge 
conveyor belt equipment, a large quantity of prehistoric artifacts was noted, including pottery, flint 
tools, mussel shell, and fire-cracked rock (see Appendix 1, FS 1). These materials were probably 
exposed when foundation trenches for one or both of the two adjacent sheds were excavated. 
With the exception of noting the artifact concentration visible on the ground surface near the 
barge conveyor belt assembly, a surface reconnaissance of the tract was unproductive. Inspection 
of the ground surfaces around the grain storage tanks was hampered by the presence of gravel yard 
metalling. Dense vegetation and mounds of dirt evidently displaced from the interior of the tract 
obscured the margins of the creek. Also in this locality were quantities of debris, including 
domestic trash and industrial wastes such as wire cables, discarded railroad ties, and brick debris. 
In the approximate location of the ferry shed depicted on the 1863 map no structural 
evidence of the building could be found. Quantities of brick rubble in this vicinity appear to be 
machine-made and have been dumped there along with concrete rubble and other debris. Grading 
of the plant perimeter road and sub-grading for the southern-most railroad spur line evidently 
obliterated the ferry shed. One horseshoe was recovered from the ground surface near the mouth 
of the creek. 
The riverfront portion of the Cargill tract is heavily rip-rapped with stone, and thus could 
not be inspected. A prominent alteration of the tract is an apparent bench or flat cut along the 
waterfront of the property, evidently done as part of construction of the plant. This bench has 
erased the front slope of the levee that appears to have crested along the existing fence line along 
the river frontage of the site. 
An unmapped water main was marked prior to initiation of the project. It enters the 
property near the northern fence line and gateway at the northwest corner of the tract, and runs 
somewhat south of east between our auger transects designated 300N and 275N. This feature is 
not shown on Figure 4. 
The Auger Survey 
Beginning at an imaginary and arbitrary datum point well off the Cargill tract, a 25m (82') 
grid was surveyed by transit over the site, each stake being designated by a north and east metric 
coordinate from the zero north/zero east point off site. At or near each grid intersection a one-foot 
diameter soil core was drilled, the spoil dirt being collected on plastic sheeting surrounding the hole 
(Figure 5). The fill was screened through a one-half-inch mesh hardware cloth and the resulting 
artifacts bagged for analysis. All holes were backfilled. The location of each test is shown in 
Figure 4, identified by the field specimen number of the test artifacts. 
The depth of each core was noted, as were changes in soil color and texture as the augering 
progressed, giving us some basic information about site stratigraphy. In many cases the depth of 
the auger hole was limited by striking ground water or by the high density of clayey subsoils. In 
areas where there were historic or prehistoric artifact concentrations, supplemental auger tests were 
positioned to clarify the horizontal extent of the remains. 
Large areas of the Cargill tract were inaccessible to auger testing, chiefly areas occupied by 
standing structures such as the grain storage tanks and attendant structures. North of the plant 
proper were several railroad spurs still in use. Testing under and near the graveled railbeds was 
not feasible. Moreover, a 54" sewer passed between the main spur lines, running roughly east to 
west, and a second, larger 80" sewer passed just north of the spur yard (see Figure 4). Thus, a 
substantial area through the middle of the property was not subject to testing by the auger. 
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Figure 5. Augering along the 275N line. This view shows the 1.0' diameter auger bit and the plastic apron that 
captures spoil dirt for screening and artifact recovery. The grain bins and rail spurs appear in the background. 
Facing south. 
Nominal results of the auger testing are shown in Table 2, and artifacts recovered are 
summarized in Appendix 1, FS 2 through 41. Many of the tests encountered disturbed soil 
profiles, typically with layers of redeposited fill covering buried topsoils. In many cases, C 
horizon clays, pale orange in color, and limestone rubble, were encountered at ground surface; 
these soils are normally found at considerable depths or in eroded upland soil profiles. Apparently 
undisturbed soil profiles were in evidence at several locations, principally along the high riverbank. 
Historic artifact concentrations were noted in two areas: the northeast and northwest 
corners of the survey tract. These locations corresponded well with the historic structures shown 
on the 1863 Don map and on the later 1941 topographic map. 
Prehistoric artifacts concentrated in one area of the site, namely the area around and west of 
the surface artifact concentration near the electrical and compressor sheds. Auger tests designated 
by their field specimen numbers 24, 25, 27, and 38 were particularly high in aboriginal cultural 
material. More importantly, there was no indication that soil profiles had been inverted or 
truncated. All these soils were a rich dark brown to gray-brown silt loam. 
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Backhoe Testing 
Industrial tracts developed in the latter part of this century have typically been graded by 
heavy machinery, resulting in the displacement and removal or addition of large volumes of fill. 
This activity can substantially alter soil profiles, truncating or removing some soil layers while 
burying others beneath redeposited fills. Augering in some areas clearly pointed to this type of 
widespread alteration. In order to gain a deep, stratigraphic view of key areas of the site, and to 
assess whether or not the augering accessed all the components at the site, a backhoe was engaged 
to cut deep search trenches in certain portions of the tract. 
Trench A was cut in the northern margin of the site and revealed a shallow modern sod and 
humus zone resting on a culturally-sterile C horizon of pale orange clay mottled with gray sandy 
inclusions (Figure 6). The maximum depth below ground surface was 1.6m. Absent was any 
transitional zone or B horizon, suggesting that the modern A topsoil zone was developed over a 
truncated profile. This corroborated the auger results in the area, these tests indicating that all but 
the marshy eastern margins had been graded and truncated. 
Trench B had a similar profile, and was cut to a depth of 1.2m. Sloping down to the south 
from the margins of the northern loop of the access road, the meadow between the road and the rail 
spur yard featured a distinct ground cover and a perched water table. The backhoe also revealed 
that a 30cm thick layer of topsoil rested on sterile clays without a transition zone. Moreover, a 
layer of more modern mixed fill, evidently the backdirt from the large storm sewer to the south, 
buried the A horizon and perched ground water on its surface. Trenches A and B were unstable 
and collected ground water quickly. Both were backfilled immediately after photographing the 
profiles. 
Trench C was cut in an east-west line on the margins of the creek bordering the tract on the 
east. The upper portion of the profile was 40cm of redeposited fills, probably displaced from 
grading operations during plant construction and road paving. Beneath this fill was a buried A 
horizon, the original topsoil zone. No distinct cultural strata were observed in this profile, but 
widely-scattered fragments of fire-cracked rock were present in the brown clay loam subsoils. The 
north profile was drawn and photographed prior to backfilling. 
Trench D ran north-south and approached the south or river fence line as closely as 
possible. Carried to a maximum depth of 3.3m, the trench indicated that soil profiles in this area 
had been truncated. The modern sod zone was of relatively recent origin, and sat atop a layer of 
undisturbed B horizon brown clay loarns. Within the B horizon clay were scattered pieces of fire-
cracked rock at depths of 1.0m to 1.3m below surface. No developed midden layers were present 
nor were there any concentrations of rock debris. 
Trench E illustrated the nature of land-altering activities on the site. Running north-south 
through a gateway in the fence line bordering the riverbank, Trench E exposed in profile the clear 
outline of a machine-cut bench running parallel to the river (Figure 7). This bench had most likely 
been cut during construction of the plant's barge piers at the edge of the river. The abrupt drop in 
ground elevation along the southern fence line is the result of this bench. The B horizon brown 
clays contained light, scattered fire-cracked rock, but no distinctive activity layer or anthroposol 
was observed. 
In lieu of placing a backhoe trench through the area where surface collection and augering 
indicated a concentration of prehistoric artifacts, an alternative stratigraphic testing measure was 
taken. 
The Profile Cut 
Augering data had isolated an area of prehistoric artifact concentration at the southwest 
corner of the tract, running along the high, relatively undisturbed remnant of the river levee crest at 
an elevation of just over 656' (200m) ASL. This area was deliberately not tested by backhoe to 
avoid disturbing what was thought might be the limited intact area of the site. However, as Trench 
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Figure 6. Backhoe cutting Trench A. The profile cut revealed a shallow modern sod zone resting on sterile C 
horizon clays. Sub-surface water quickly collected in the trench. Range pole in 50cm zones. 
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E had demonstrated, the abrupt front of the river terrace was the result of a machine-graded road or 
bench along the waterfront. This pronounced drop along the fence line was an ideal location at 
which to obtain, with minimum effort, a strati graphic cut through the crest of the levee. 
To this end a two-meter (6.6') long trench running east-west atop the crest of the levee was 
pinned off near the electrical/compressor shed. As the cut progressed the width of the floor 
expanded to 1.5m at a depth of one meter from surface (Figure 8). The initial objective of the 
profile cut was simply to cut a step into the riverbank until a vertical face or profile was obtained of 
all cultural layers. There was no intention to screen the fill obtained. 
With the removal of the sod zone, an abundance of prehistoric artifacts became apparent. 
When the profile cut reached a depth of 20cm, it was decided that the fill would be screened to 
increase the size of the artifact sample. The midden was approximately 20-25cm deep, and a 
leaching zone beneath it extended another 10-15cm. Within the midden zone was an abundance of 
fire-cracked rock, freshwater mussel and snail shell, clay daub, pottery, flint tools, and a small 
quantity of bone. Among the bones recovered from the midden were two human finger bones or 
left phalanges. These disarticulated bones may be part of a human interment disturbed at some 
point in the past. 
Figure 8. The profile cut on the levee crest. This view of the profile cut faces east, and illustrates the abrupt, 
artificial contours along the river fenceline. The electrical and compressor sheds are in the background. 
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Below the midden and its leaching zone was a layer of clay loam pale orange-brown in 
color (see Figures 9 and 10). This sub-midden layer proved not to be sterile, however, but time 
restrictions did not permit screening that portion of the layer that was shaved away for the profile 
recording. Artifacts from this layer included limestone-tempered pottery with check-stamped 
decoration and several sherds of fabric-impressed pottery. The check-stamped pottery is 
attributable to the Woodland II period, as are the fabric-marked specimens. 
Some historic material contaminates the field specimens obtained in the profile cut. The 
sod zone of the steeply-sloping face of the cut contained historic materials and crossed the exposed 
margins of all of the buried soil strata. While an effort was made to remove this sod zone, some 
contaminants made their way into the provenience collections. The principal objective of the 
profile cut, however, was to determine if the soil strata north of the fence line and machine-cut 
bench were intact, and this was confirmed in the test. The collection of the cultural debris from the 
test was a secondary consideration. 
Figure 9. North wall of the profile cut. The one-meter deep north wall of the profile trench showed no evidence of 
gross soil displacement and revealed a distinct midden layer sleeked with freshwater mollusk shell debris. 
16 
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Laboratory Analysis 
Cultural materials obtained during the survey were processed at the laboratory of the 
Institute of Archaeology. Processing consisted of washing the excavated artifacts, classification 
and cataloging of the materials, and the photography of representative or illustrative objects. 
A complete inventory of all recovered materials appears in Appendix 1. Figure 11 
illustrates some of the types of artifacts recovered at the Cargill site, including diagnostic projectile 
points and pottery types. 
Aboriginal pottery from the Cargill site is largely undiagnostic limestone-tempered forms 
with plain exterior surfaces. However, several temporally-distinctive types are present. 
Limestone-tempered cord marked specimens (Figure 11A) are associated with Late Woodland and 
Late Woodland/Early Mississippian sites (Schroedl et al. 1985: 165), and this is the dominant 
decorative variety in the midden layer exposed in the profile cut. Limestone-tempered complicated 
stamped pottery (Figure 11E) is also present in the midden and sub-midden layers of the profile 
cut, and in the surface collection, and is thought to be associated with the traditional Middle 
Woodland (Schroedl et al. 1985: 169) although the newly-defined Woodland III period recognized 
by Kimball (1985) encompasses part of the same time span. Limestone-tempered check-stamped 
pottery (Figure 11D) is present in minor quantities in the sub-midden layer of the profile cut, and is 
associated with the traditional Middle Woodland period (Schroedl et al. 1985: 168-169). 
Small quantities of limestone-tempered fabric marked pottery (Figure 11C) are associated 
with the late Early Woodland period (Schroedl et al. 1985: 168), although in the chronology 
proposed by Kimball (1985) the type would be diagnostic of Woodland II sites. Limestone-
tempered incised pottery (Figure 11B) is represented by only two examples; this type is associated 
with the Woodland II period (Kimball 1985: 280). Sand-tempered pottery is rare, but one fine 
check-stamped specimen from the sub-midden context of the profile cut may be associated with the 
late Middle Woodland (Schroedl et al. 1985: 150). 
Notably absent from the aboriginal ceramic assemblage at the Cargill site are shell-tempered 
ceramics associated with the Mississippian tradition. One specimen of limestone-tempered unfired 
clay evidently represents a ball of potter's clay. 
The aboriginal lithic assemblage at the Cargill site contains a few diagnostic projectile 
points, specifically the Hamilton Point, a small, finely-chipped triangular point with distinctive 
incurvate base (Figure 11F). This point is strongly associated with the traditional definition of Late 
Woodland sites, although the type or variants thereof are also common in Mississippian 
components. 
Scattered examples of clay daub, the remnants of wattle and daub aboriginal houses, appear 
in various auger tests and in some quantity in the profile cut field specimens. Several of these 
fragments are charred. 
Bone preservation was enhanced by the presence of mollusk shell that lowered the soil pH. 
Bone was not identified at the genus and species level, with the exception of the two human 
phalanges recovered from the midden layer in the profile cut. Five varieties of mollusks were 
recognized, although at this time specific identification has not been made. The great bulk of shell 
from the profile cut comes from river mussels or bivalves. Also present are freshwater varieties of 
the Beaded Snail, Giant Viviparous Snail, the Rhomboidal River Snail, and an unidentified 
gastropod of the order Mesogastropoda. 
Historic-period artifacts are principally domestic glass and ceramics, nails, and 
miscellaneous pieces of hardware. Industrial artifacts are also present, chiefly in the form of 
scattered pieces of coke, coal, coal clinker, slag and other industrial by-products. 
Artifacts and records of the survey are permanently curated at the Institute of Archaeology, 
Brock Hall, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
There is no evidence at present that superficial elements of historic occupations on the 
Cargill tract survive in interpretable form; no chimney falls, house piers or wells were noted. No 
subsurface historic features were encountered in the backhoe trenches. The projected locations of 
the ferry shed near the mouth of the creek, and houses at the northeast and northwest corners of the 
parcel appear to have been subjected to machine grading. Modern domestic rubbish litters the 
margins of the creek, obscuring any materials associated with 19th-century occupations. 
Evidence of Mississippian occupation of the proposed construction impact area is lacking; 
there are no diagnostic artifacts present in the site collections at this time. 
A Late Woodland or Woodland III Hamilton Phase midden, possibly associated with a 
wattle and daub housesite, is present under and around the compressor and electrical sheds. The 
backslope remnant of the occupation may extend from 5 to 15m north of the river fence line and 
run from the barge conveyor line perhaps 60m to the west to the locality of the office building at 
the southwest corner of the Cargill tract. While the front portion of the river levee housing the site 
has clearly been removed by grading, the crest and backslope areas of the site survive to some 
degree. 
There is artifactual debris from the Middle Woodland/Woodland II period in several 
contexts. Based on auger testing, the horizontal extent of this site has been approximately defined. 
There may be earlier components at the site, as represented by the scattered finds of fire-cracked 
rock present deep within the backhoe trench profiles. 
The recovery of human remains invokes state laws protecting human interments from 
disturbance, as specified under Termination of Use as a Cemetery, T. C. A.4.6-4-101, as amended 
in 1990, House Bill 2129/Senate Bill 2350. 
The Institute has determined that remains potentially eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register of Historic Places may be present on the Cargill tract, and recommends that the high 
riverbank area of the Cargill tract be subjected to secondary testing and/or mitigation in the form of 
hand-excavated test pits located between the barge conveyor line and the office building. These 
tests will (1) better define the horizontal and vertical extent of the prehistoric occupations evidenced 
in the profile cut and in the auger and backhoe tests, and (2) generate a systematic sample of 
midden and possibly submidden artifacts and features. In addition, careful stripping with heavy 
machinery to expose features not uncovered by hand excavations would also be appropriate under 
a mitigation-level format. Hand-excavated tests and stripping may also determine if the two 
disarticulated human phalanges are part of an interment and are associated with a prehistoric 
cemetery. 
Due to the presence of human remains and the sensitive and vulnerable nature of the 
prehistoric components at the site, the Institute recommends that the riverbank area of the grain 
elevator tract be periodically inspected by the landowners to ensure that no unauthorized digging 
occurs. 
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Appendix 1 
Cargill/RiverPort Survey 
Field Specimen Catalog 
and 
Artifact Inventory 
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FS 1 Uncontrolled surface collection, barge conveyor area 
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Count Weight 
1 1.8g 
405 (9) 1518.4g 
1 3.4g 
5 54.7g 
29 (2) 199.1g 
35 283g 
10 11.6g 
7 23.8g 
1 3.7g 
2 6.0g 
4 5.7g 
1 16.8g 
1 7.0g 
1 14.3g 
2 24.6g 
1 4.1g 
2 165.3g 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
sand-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered incised 
limestone-tempered complicated stamped 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
flint debitage 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 
utilized/retouched flint flakes 
small bifacial flint tool 
small flint scraper 
flint projectile points 
polished greenstone celt fragment 
slate knife 
unworked flint nodule 
mussel shell, bivalve 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Historic/Industrial 
slip-glazed earthenware 
	
1 	 87.3g 
magnetite fragment 
	
1 	 8.5g 
coal fragment 	 1 	 1.3g 
ferrous disk 
	
1 	 4.2g 
plaster fragments 
	
2 	 5.2g 
FS 2 Auger test, 175N/325E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
milk glass (opaque white) 	 1 	 2 3 g 
dark green bottle glass 	 1 	 4.0g 
brown stoneware 
	
1 	 5.8g 
coal fragments 	 3 	 33g 
coal clinkers 	 7 	 24.9g 
coke fragments 	 3 	 21.0g 
slag fragments 	 1 	 5.0g 
FS 3 Auger Test, 150N/325E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
brown bottle glass 	 1 	 1.4g 
chalky limestone fragments 	 2 	 8.3g 
Artifact Type 
FS 4 Auger Test, 150N/300E 
Count Weight 
Aboriginal 
daub fragments 2 1.4g 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragments 1 0.3g 
plastic object 1 0.2g 
limestone fragment 1 20.0g 
Artifact Type 
FS 5 Auger Test, 150N/275E 
Count Weight 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 2 1.2g 
Historic/Industrial 
magnetite fragment 2 12.7g 
ferrous wire 1 6.2g 
FS 6 Auger Test, 150N/250E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
lock washer 	 1 	 16.5g 
igneous gravel 
	
1 	 3.5g 
FS 7 Auger Test, 175N/300E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
no cultural material 
Artifact Type 
FS 8 Auger Test, 250N/300E 
Count Weight 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 3 3.6g 
Historic/Industrial 
coke fragments 2 4.1g 
coal clinkers 2 2.2g 
igneous gravel 4 38.1g 
24 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 
limestone fragment 
grit conglomerate 
1 0.2g 
1 2.2g 
1 22.5g 
FS 9 Auger Test, 250N/275E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
igneous gravel 
	 1 	 4.0g 
FS 10 Auger Test, 250N/250E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 	 1 	 3.8g 
igneous gravel 	 1 	 4.7g 
FS 11 Auger Test, 275N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
ferrous screw 	 1 	 3.4g 
FS 12 Auger Test, 150N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 	 2 	 3.5g 
fire-cracked rock/pebble 	 1 	 4.8g 
FS 13 Auger Test, 175N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
	
1 	 0.4g 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 1 	 2.1g 
FS 14 Auger Test, 275N/225E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
25 
Artifact Type 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragments 
coke fragments 
igneous gravel 
lead-glazed earthenware 
purple brick fragment 
Count Weight 
7 14.3g 
3 2.0g 
6 10.5g 
1 03g 
2 1.4g 
FS 15 Auger Test, 275N/250E 
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FS 16 Auger Test, 275N/275E 
Count Weight 
2 1.0g 
1 120.0g 
1 0.9g 
1 9.8g 
FS 17 Auger Test, 300N/275E 
Count 	 Weight 
9 167.5g 
1 1.9g 
2 6.6g 
1 5.8g 
1 1.7g 
2 7.3g 
1 44.2g 
1 5.2g 
16 31.9g 
1 0.4g 
5 14.4g 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 
igneous gravel 
Artifact Type 
Historic/Industrial 
machine-made brick fragments 
coal fragments 
coke fragments 
coal clinker 
igneous gravel 
porcelain ornament 
clear bottle glass, fused 
glass marble 
wire nail fragments 
straight pin 
wire brads/box nails 
FS 18 Auger Test, 300N/300E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
utilized/retouched flint flake 	 1 	 13g 
flint debitage 	 1 	 0.2g 
Historic/Industrial 
wire nail fragments 	 1 	 9.3g 
igneous gravel 	 1 	 2.7g 
clear bottle glass 	 2 	 1.8g 
dear molded glass 	 1 	 2.6g 
brown bottle glass 	 1 	 0.4g 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragments 
wire nail fragment 
uid ferric conglomerate 
2 1.0g 
1 6.3g 
1 2.8g 
milk glass/opaque white 
	
1 	 0.7g 
undecorated whiteware 	 1 	 0.2g 
FS 19 Auger Test, 200N/325E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
no cultural material 
FS 20 Auger Test, 200N/300E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
no cultural material 
FS 21 Auger Test, 175N/325E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
coke fragments 	 1 	 11.3g 
slag fragments 	 1 	 33.9g 
FS 22 Auger Test, 140N/275E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
FS 23 Auger Test, 140N/250E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 5 	 191.5g 
Historic/lndustrial 
igneous gravel 	 7 	 13.5g 
27 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
HistoriclIndustrial 
uid ferrous object 
glazed ceramic tile fragment 
Artifact Type Count Weight 
3 24.8g 
1 1.0g 
1 6.5g 
1 11.1g 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 
flint debitage 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
3 5.2g 
1 2.3g 
1 0.7g 
1 154.1g 
FS 24 Auger Test 140N/210E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 	 2 	 8.6g 
limestone-tempered plain 	 12 	 25.9g 
mussel shell, bivalve 	 1 	 2.8g 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 	 2 	 1.6g 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 15 	 151.3g 
Other 
chalky limestone fragments 	 5 	 4.5g 
FS 25 Auger Test, 135N/210E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 	 28 (3) 	 45.2g 
daub fragments 	 3 	 2.9g 
mussel shell, bivalve 	 7 	 9.3g 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 16 	 134.6g 
FS 26 Auger Test, 150N/175E 
FS 27 Auger Test, 140N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
28 
Historic/Industrial 
brown bottle glass 
clear bottle glass 
porcelain object 
coal clinker 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 
unutilized flint nodule 
flint debitage 
Historic/Industrial 
coal clinker 
brick fragment 
uid ferrous object 
steel flakes 
pigmented plaster fragments 
1 13.1g 
5 13.9g 
1 0.7g 
2 8.2g 
FS 29 Auger Test, 300N/200E 
Count Weight 
1 1.4g 
1 3.7g 
1 0.1g 
2 35.6g 
1 1.5g 
1 4.0g 
2 25.2g 
5 32.8g 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 
1 0.8g 
1 3.3g 
2 2.3g 
FS 28 Auger Test, 300N/200E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
FS 30 Auger Test, 300N/250E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragment 
	 1 	 0.7g 
FS 31 Auger Test, 250N/225E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 	 2 	 2.2g 
Other 
chalky limestone fragments 	 1 	 5.6g 
FS 32 Auger Test, 250N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
29 
FS 33 Auger Test, 250N/185E 
Count 	 Weight 
1 7.1g 
6 7.5g 
1 1.3g 
1 1.9g 
1 1.0g 
1 3.2g 
5 41.0g 
30 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
flint scraper 
Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 
brown bottle glass 
undecorated whiteware 
enameled milk glass (opaque white) 
coke fragment 
igneous gravel 
FS 34 Auger Test, 225N/200E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 1 	 5.8g 
Historic/Industrial 
black plastic film 	 2 	 0.1g 
FS 35 Auger Test, 225N/175E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
ferrous latch hook 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
utilized/retouched flint flake 
flint debitage 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
chert flake 
Historic!Industrial 
igneous gravel 
clear bottle glass 
undecorated porcelain 
undecorated whiteware 
coal fragments 
1 	 19.2g 
FS 36 Auger Test, 281N/300E 
Count 	 Weight 
1 2.2g 
1 1.7g 
1 15.4g 
1 10.3 
5 9.5g 
1 2.0g 
1 3.4g 
1 4.1g 
2 3.4g 
FS 37 Auger Test, 285N/275E 
Count Weight 
1 58.5g 
1 23.6g 
1 6.5g 
3 10.0g 
1 3.1g 
1 0.1g 
8 15.2g 
31 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Historic/Industrial 
brick fragments 
brown bottle glass 
wire nails, box size 
porcelain ring 
polyethylene clear plastic 
coal fragments 
FS 38 Auger Test, 132N/190E 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
flint drill/perforator tip 
small flint blade 
daub fragments 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered complicated stamped 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Count Weight 
1 0.9g 
1 0.3 g 
1 0.9g 
4 4.5g 
6 13.1g 
1 2.9g 
1 9.9g 
FS 39 Auger Test, 142N/180E 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
limestone-tempered plain 
Historic/Industrial 
dear window glass 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
flint debitage 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
mussel shell, bivalve 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
Historic/Industrial 
square nail 
igneous gravel 
1 0.1g 
2 2.2g 
1 3.0g 
FS 40 Auger Test, 125N/225E 
Count 	 Weight 
1 1.0g 
10 28.4g 
4 19.2g 
3 5.2g 
1 3.4g 
1 10.8g 
1 12.7g 
1 9.6g 
Aboriginal 
cortical flint flake/debitage 
limestone-tempered plain 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragment 
igneous gravel 
1 8.0g 
2 9.0g 
1 0.7g 
2 6.5g 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
limestone-tempered complicated stamped 
mussel shell, bivalve 
8 36.7g 
2 16.9g 
1 1.8g 
5 121.7g 
FS 41 Auger Test, 250N/315E 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
cut stone gaming object 	 1 	 3.8g 
FS 42 Trench D, Profile Associated 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 	 4 	 514.0g 
FS 43 Trench E, East profile associated 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
Aboriginal 
limestone-tempered plain 	 1 	 2.8g 
FS 44 Surface collection, ferry landing area 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
Historic/Industrial 
horseshoe 	 1 	 361.9g 
FS 45 Trench E, unassociated 
Artifact Type 	 Count 	 Weight 
FS 46 Profile cut, sod zone, unscreened 
Artifact Type 
	
Count 	 Weight 
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Historic/Industrial 
clear bottle glass 
Other 
chalky limestone 
sedimentary conglomerate 
aid fossiliferous mud 
1 3.0g 
2 5.8g 
1 19.7g 
10 371.1g 
Historic/Industrial 
uid ferrous rods 	 5 	 121.7g 
uid iron ring 
	
1 	 6.6g 
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FS 47 Profile cut, topsoil zone, unscreened 
Count 	 Weight 
113 358.7g 
6 10.0g 
10 27.3g 
30 130.4g 
2 3.2g 
3 8.6g 
5 21.7g 
5 10.7g 
5 4.5g 
1 0.4g 
40 1102.7g 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
mussel shell, bivalve 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
snail shell, Giant Viviparous Snail 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered eroded 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
daub fragments 
flint debitage 
uid mammal bone 
turtle shell 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
FS 48 Profile cut, topsoil layer, screened 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
snail shell, Giant Viviparous Snail 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
snail shell, Beaded Snail 
gastropod, order Mesogastropoda 
mussel shell, bivalve 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
uid mammal (?) bone 
turtle shell 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
limestone-tempered complicated stamped 
limestone-tempered fabric marked 
limestone-tempered incised 
limestone-tempered eroded 
limestone-tempered plain 
daub fragments 
flint debitage 
flint scraper 
flint drill 
utilized/retouched flint flakes 
projectile point (Hamilton variety) 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 
Count Weight 
70 177.7g 
71 178.2g 
9 14.9g 
2 20.1g 
520 1734.9g 
237 3664.5g 
17 25.2g 
1 1.0g 
30 (1) 103.5g 
3 15.5g 
1 1.8g 
1 (1) 9.4g 
11 12.8g 
351 1063.4g 
53 102.2g 
25 18.3g 
1 10.7g 
1 2.6g 
2 3.8g 
1 1.6g 
9 58.4g 
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1 2.4g 
1 64.8g 
1 1.8g 
3 43.8g 
1 1.5g 
1 7.3g 
2 21.9g 
4 10.2g 
Historic/Industrial 
clear window glass 
iron carriage bolt 
wire nail fragment 
uid nail (?) fragments 
Other 
fossiliferous mud 
gray clay lump 
chalky limestone 
miscellaneous stone 
FS 49 Profile cut, midden, Zone B, screened 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
mussel shell, bivalve 
snail shell, Rhomboidal River Snail 
snail shell, Giant Viviparous Snail 
snail shell, Beaded Snail 
gastropod, order Mesogastropoda 
turtle shell 
uid mammal (?) bone 
human phalanges 
daub fragments 
limestone-tempered clay ball, pottery clay 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
hematite fragment 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 
flint debitage 
prismatic flint blades 
projectile point/knife preform 
projectile point (Hamilton variety) 
utilized/retouched flint flakes 
flint knife 
unifacial scrapers 
bifacial blade 
sand-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered complicated stamped 
limestone-tempered fabric marked 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
limestone-tempered eroded 
limestone-tempered plain 
Historic/Industrial 
coal fragments 
coal clinker 
ferrous wire 
ferrous sheet scrap 
Other 
snail shell (modem) 
chalky limestone fragments 
gray clay fragments 
slate fragments 
Count Weight 
1611 6280.7g 
150 389.7g 
151 323.0g 
20 30.7g 
3 11.6g 
3 0.9g 
24 47.5g 
2 2.8g 
104 321.1g 
1 12.7g 
334 3648.8g 
1 2.3g 
16 55.6g 
29 45.7g 
2 2.5g 
1 4.4g 
1 0.6g 
2 2.0g 
1 3.4g 
3 19.2g 
1 2.1g 
2 4.6g 
3 24.2g 
7 33.3g 
53 204.8g 
43 58.0g 
687 (26) 2115.6g 
2 1.7g 
3 14.3g 
1 0.9g 
2 3.1g 
1 0.6g 
3 10.5g 
2 3 .1g 
6 12.0g 
Artifact Type 
Aboriginal 
fire-cracked rock/pebbles 
cortical flint flakes/debitage 
flint debitage 
flint scraper 
uid mammal (?) bone 
limestone-tempered eroded 
limestone-tempered plain 
limestone-tempered check stamped 
limestone-tempered fabric marked 
limestone-tempered cord marked 
sand-tempered fine check stamped 
daub fragment 
Other 
charred mud-dauber nest 
Count Weight 
6 412.3g 
1 1.0g 
1 1.3g 
1 17.7g 
1 1.7g 
3 7.2g 
20 82.0g 
1 13.0g 
2 5.6g 
8 77.7g 
1 7.6g 
1 3.4g 
1 18.1g 
FS 50 Profile cut, sub-midden, Zone C, unscreened 
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